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Abstract
Classical erasure correcting codes are widely used in distributed storage systems (DSS). While the
messages are encoded by such codes, DSS could keep high reliability even if some servers are
crashed or depart. Erasure code could significantly lower the amount of storage needed in data
centers. However one problem arises that the network needs endure large amount of information
while repairing the failed servers. To lower the network cost, one erasure code named regenerating
storage (RS) codes are proposed by Dimakis. MSR (Minimum Storage Regenerating) code is one
class RS code which could achieve the optimum storage while attaining the minimum repair
bandwidth. In this talk, we focuse on reducing repair bandwidth and disk I/O cost, propose one
MSR code under hybrid storage strategy, and give the construction of [6,3,4] and [4,2,3] MSR code,
which could achieve the minimum disk I/O cost.
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